WE WANT YOU FOR STUDENT COUNCIL

APPLICATIONS DUE
MAY 1@MIDNIGHT
TO STUCO.BLAZERS@GMAIL.COM

Only complete applications will be accepted (STEP 1 and STEP 2). Applicants will be notified by May 8 if selected.

STEP 1 ➔ APPLICATION
tinyurl.com/MyStucoApp2020
complete application via Google docs share with StuCo.Blazers@gmail.com

STEP 2 ➔ VIDEO
tinyurl.com/MyStucoVideo2020
Create a video that answers these questions:

1. Why do you want to join Student Council and what qualities/traits would you bring to the class?
2. Show us an object that exemplifies leadership and explain (you can be as CREATIVE as possible here... no limits or boundaries)!